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GemRack Release Notes - V1.0 Build 1043 
 
 

The main purpose of this release (on 23-Mar-2020) is to improve the overall program useability 

and resolve any known bugs. 

 

If you have an active Support Subscription we encourage you to install this new release and take 

advantage of all the latest enhancements and corrections and if you have an expired Support 

Subscription and wish to renew it please contact our office. 

 

This update is available by clicking the pop-up that appears at the bottom of the screen when 

opening GemRack or via the Menu bar > Help >  Check for Updates function and following 

the prompts. 

 

The main changes for this release include: 

➢ enhanced current Help menu to include 'Updates History' menu item, 
➢ implemented feature to import/export Safety Auditor dialog comments, 
➢ upgraded ‘drivers’ used when creating floor plan drawings and PDF documents,  
➢ resolved some issues related to the 'renumber runs' feature  
➢ implemented feature that lets user specify (for new projects) whether to use either the 

standard default values or the last entered values from Toolbox panels, 
➢ resolved an issue of not showing the forklift in floor plan drawings, 
➢ resolved an issue related to the Safety Inspection Codes Configuration dialog, 
➢ resolved several issues related to printer driver. 

 

 

New Features 
 

1. Enhanced current Help menu to include 'Show Updates History' item that opens a web page 
with all release history documents such as this one. 
 

 
 

2. Implemented feature to import/export comments used in Safety Auditor dialog when recording 
defects. It is accessible via System Options > Safety tab and is intended for distributing/sharing 
comments between colleagues to achieve more consistent documentation. 
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Enhanced Features & Corrections 
 

1. Upgraded ‘drivers’ used when creating floor plan drawings to the latest version.  
 

2. Resolved an issue related to user needing to double click a Tier (in Run View) many times before 
the properties dialog is shown.  
 

3. Resolved some issues related to the 'renumber runs' feature so that if the Renumber Runs down 
aisle setting in System Options > Other tab is checked than the re-numbering is done as per 
example (A) below otherwise it is done as per example (B), irrespective if the runs are exactly in 
line or only partially overlapping. 
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4. Implemented feature that lets user specify (via System Options > General tab) whether to keep 
updating standard defaults with the last entered values from Toolbox panels. That effectively 
enables user to choose whether to use (for new projects) either standard default values or the 
last entered values from Toolbox panels. 
 

 
 

5. Resolved an issue of not showing the forklift in floor plan drawings, as per Top View. 
 

6. Resolved an issue related to sometimes not drawing frames properly in floorplan and individual 
run drawings. 
 

7. Resolved an issue related to adding a new SIC Part Rule in the 'Safety Inspection Codes 
Configuration' dialog where the Part ID field was not being auto-populated with all the valid 
part names. 
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To other release notes refer to GemRack Version/Updates History. 

https://gembs.com.au/version-updates-history-gemrack/

